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Topic 2 - Using Custom Attributes



Attributes

There are a lot of built-in Attributes for Actors 
and other things in GameSalad.

These Attributes all have specific uses, such as 
the x and y position of something which we’ve 
looked at before.



Attributes
We’ll be covering more and more of these as 
we go through GameSalad and learn more 
about it.

Feel free to explore these yourself as well. 
There are way more Attributes than we’ll cover 
during the lectures and there is a bunch of 
interesting things you can do by learning about 
these Attributes yourselves.



Attributes

One of the more powerful things we can do with 
Attributes however, is to create our own!



Custom Attributes
Custom Attributes can be created and added to 
an Actor.

We can add these Attributes to either Instance 
Actors or Prototype Actors. One common thing 
to do is to add a custom Attribute to a Prototype 
but give it a different value in each Instance 
Actor.



Basic Custom Attribute 
Example
Example 6:
● Create an Actor Prototype.
● Create a Custom text Attribute for the Actor
● Add a Display Text behavior to the Actor.
● Set up colour, font size etc.
● Use the Custom text Attribute as the text to 

be displayed.
● Create multiple Instances, each with a 

different value for the Custom Attribute.



Custom Attribute Types

● Text
● Boolean
● Integer
● Real
● Angle



Text Attributes
As we’ve seen in the previous example, the text 
Attribute can be used anywhere we want to 
actual store some text for use in our game or 
app.

This can be useful for a number of different 
things beyond just drawing that text on the 
screen, but we’ll get to some of the more 
complex uses in the future.



Custom Attribute Types

● Text
● Boolean
● Integer
● Real
● Angle



Boolean Attributes

Boolean Attributes are one of the most basic 
types of Attribute, but can still be extremely 
useful if used correctly.

Does anyone know what a boolean value is?



Boolean Attributes
Boolean Attributes can either have a value of 
true or a value of false. This is the case in 
programming as well as in GameSalad.

In GameSalad these are represented by a 
checkbox. 
● If the box has a tick in it, it’s true. 
● If it does not have a tick in it, it’s false.



Boolean Attribute Example
Example 7:
● Create an Actor Prototype.
● Create a Custom boolean Attribute for the 

Actor called bigText.
● Create a condition based off bigText, and 

add a Display Text behavior to both the do 
section and the else(otherwise) section.

● Make the text big or small based on the 
value of bigText.



Text and Boolean 
Attributes Task
Task 4:
● Create an Actor Prototype
● Create a Custom Boolean attribute called 

UseDefaultText.
● Create a Custom text attribute called CustomText.
● Create a Rule which checks whether UseDefaultText 

is true or not.
● If it’s true, use Display Text to display the default text 

(“Hello World”).
● If it’s false, use Display Text to display the value of 

CustomText.
● Create at least two instances with different values and 

test that they’re working.



Custom Attribute Types

● Text
● Boolean
● Integer
● Real
● Angle



Integer Attributes
A Custom Attribute of type Integer, is exactly 
that. It’s an Attribute which can contain an 
integer.

Can anyone remember from Maths what an 
Integer is?



Integer Attributes
An Integer is any whole number and can be 
either positive or negative.

Here’s some examples of Integers:
2
473
-104
-27



Integer Attributes
Integer Attributes are incredibly useful in 
GameSalad as they are commonly used for 
things like keeping track of an enemy’s 
Hitpoints, keeping track of a player’s score or 
even keeping track of a player’s lives 
remaining.

Any whole number you want to keep track of 
will generally be an Integer Attribute.



Integer Attribute Example
Example 8:
● Create an Actor Prototype.
● Create a Custom Integer Attribute for the 

Actor called HP.
● Create a condition based off HP <= 0, and 

add a Change Scene behavior to go to a 
Game Over Screen.

● Add a Touch condition to reduce value of HP 
by 1 each time the Actor is Touched.



Simple Tapping Game
Task 5:
● Create 2 Scenes - Play Scene and You Win Scene.
● Create an Actor Prototype called Enemy.
● Each Enemy should have a custom Integer attribute 

called HP, which should start off at 5.
● Each Enemy should move around the screen somehow. 

Experiment with different things to try and make it fun!
● When the user taps/touches an Enemy reduce its HP by 

1.
● Put an Enemy in your Play Scene.
● When the Enemy has 0 or less HP, change scene to the 

You Win Scene.



Short Introduction to 
Tables

We’re going to take a very quick look at Tables. 
Pay attention to this section as it will be 
important to know when you’re doing the first 
Assignment!



Short Introduction to 
Tables
Tables are very similar to spreadsheets in how 
they store data. They have rows and columns. 
Each column can store a different type of data 
if you wish. (Such as text, integer etc.)

One of the most powerful aspects of tables is 
that they can be accessed from any scene. 
This means we use tables to store data we 
want to use in multiple scenes.



Short Introduction to 
Tables

For example if we want to keep track of a 
player’s lives or a player’s score, we will use 
tables.

For now we’re just going to take a very quick 
look at tables and how to get information from 
them, as well as update the information stored 
in them.



Simple Table Example
Example 9:
● Create 3 Scenes, Level1, Level2 and WinScreen.
● Create a table called Lives and add an integer value to 

it. Set this value to 5.
● Create 2 Actors, Goal and Enemy.
● When Goal is touched you should go to the next scene.
● When Enemy is touched, you should reduce lives by 1.
● Create a 3rd Actor called LivesLeft. This Actor should 

just display the lives left.
● Create 2 levels by putting in at least 1 Goal, and a few 

Enemies.
● Play the game and test it out!



Assignment 1
I will be putting Assignment 1 up on the blog 
later this evening and you will have 2 weeks 
from tomorrow to submit. All the details you 
need will be outlined on the PDF.

Remember that GameSalad is free so if you 
need to, download it on your own computers to 
do the Assignment. I can’t take “the lab was 
busy” as an excuse for not submitting on time.


